PARTICIPATION
2018 - 2019

PARTICIPATION
The 2018/2019 year saw Almeida Participation continue to grow and develop its work,
reaching more than eight thousand young people. We have perforned six productions,
including four pieces of new writing and our ambition for creating high-quality work
with exciting industry creatives has never been stronger.

OUR VISION

We want young people to ask questions about plays, about theatre and about the world that they live in so that they
can become artists in their own right and audiences with a critical voice.
We strive to give young people access to the most exciting artists and industry figures. We want to inspire the audiences and theatre-makers of the future. We are committed to giving children, young people and community groups a
voice, particularly those who aren’t normally heard.

OUR PROGRAMME:
Young Audiences

Young Artists

Community

£5 tickets for 25s and Under

Schools’ Programme

Community Response Projects

Almeida For Free Festivals

Youth Board

Targeted Outreach Work

Young Critics

Young Producers

Community Workshops

Answers Back Panel Events

Young Company
Almeida Academy
Directing & Writing
Masterclasses

8240

Young people reached in 2018/2019:

1500

Long-term project participants

2679

Bespoke workshop, masterclass and event participants

3971

£5 tickets for 25s and under

“Participation and outreach work can’t
just be measured in numbers. Its true
value lies in making new and young
audiences feel welcome”
AARON MCGREGOR
Youth Board Member

>

Newly appointed Digital &
CRM Manager at the Almeida

Participation and outreach work can’t just
be measured in numbers. Its’ true value lies
in making new and young audiences feel
welcome in theatres and building up a lifelong
love of engaging with the arts, and even for
some the wish to work within it.

Each initiative provides a quality experience,
whether it’s sending Young Critics to shows,
having Young Companies work with industry
professionals, providing free and £5 tickets to
world-class theatre, or creating new shows with
the local community and schools.

Almeida Participation has worked tirelessly to
ensure young people from all backgrounds feel
they belong within the theatre, and over the
last year as part of the Youth Board I’ve come
to learn about the breath-taking scope of work
being undertaken.

Through these various programmes I’ve
had the pleasure of watching young people
become more confident in themselves and
realise the Almeida is a place where a young
person’s voice has power.

What I particularly love is that its focus is on
bringing young people into all parts of the
theatre, not just those that want to be on stage,
but those that also want to work backstage or
want to be part of the audience.

Image opposite
of Cacophony by
Helen Murray.
Image of Aaron by
Helen Murray.

YOUTH BOARD
In the inaugural year of the Almeida Youth Board our nine board members have
helped to communicate the voice of young people as part of the strategic
planning of the theatre. As we look to the 2019/2020 year, the group are initiating
discussions on inclusivity, accessibility and affordability within the Almeida.
It’s without a doubt that programmes like the Youth Board have a positive impact
on the wellbeing of young people. Being part of the board, I’ve witnessed other
members become more confident and motivated with every session. It’s also
provided invaluable experience helping us within our professional careers,
allowing us to develop our communication and interpersonal skills. Being part of
the Youth Board has really opened my eyes to what I’m capable of and knowing
my voice has value to organisations. I’m now more confident talking to people at
the top levels of a leading organisation, as well as having developed transferable
skills which crossover into other aspects of my life including my job.

For more information about our
Youth Board see:
almeida.co.uk/youth-advisory-board

ALMEIDA
FOR FREE

Almeida for Free is a festival that is in its third year, and offers young people free tickets to an
Almeida production as well as the opportunity to take part in workshops, masterclasses and
events. We continued our Almeida for Free initiative in 2018/2019, inviting new audiences
to engage with artists and shows at the Almeida. This year saw festivals that ran alongside
Summer and Smoke and The Wild Duck.

1012
41%
1158
32

Audience members at For Free festivals

Who came to Summer and Smoke were new attendees

Attendees at free masterclasses, talks & events
Workshops led by professional artists including Rebecca
Frecknall and Ella Hickson

Images on both pages of For
Free Festivals by Ellie Kurttz

Performances

Workshops and Masterclasses

Events

Anjana Vasan

Directing with Ned Bennett

DENIM

Directing with Rebecca Frecknall

Answers Back: Young, Anxious and
Over it

Gaggle presents GAH!

Theatre Making with Emma
Frankland

Jayde Adams: Jayded
Séance
Splinter Theatre

Writing with Inua Ellams
Writing with Lulu Raczka

Backstage Tours
In Conversation with Patsy Ferran &
Rebecca Frecknall
Lunch Club
So You think you’re a (Female)
Director?
Young Producers: Mind the Mic

OUTREACH

Alongside each Almeida for Free festival, we continue to develop our networks of
young people through extensive outreach work. We build new relationships with
local youth groups and charities in order to further diversify our audiences, and
offer opportunities to those who have never been to the theatre before.
It’s great to see our young people being offered
these opportunities, particularly within performing
arts. Most of the young people we work with aren’t
used to going to the theatre and being trusted to sit
through it without making a nuisance of themselves!
One thing we strive for in our work is to bring young
people out of their comfort zones. It was amazing
to come into the hostel the next day and hear
energetic conversations from our young people
about their experiences at the Almeida.

What I liked most about seeing the show at the
Almeida was that I could relate to it in many ways.
I enjoyed the bits of humour, particularly when the
old lady was smoking on stage! I’ve only been to the
theatre once when I was younger to watch Warhorse
and got kicked out, so this was a much better
experience!! The play inspired me to go out of my
comfort zone more often. I’m now working with my
keyworker to look at more plays I can go to, and also
some I can get involved in!

-Dave Larvin, Hostel Manager - Islington High Support Young People,

-Tariq 18, Single Homeless Project Islington Resident

Single Homeless Project

109

Attendee’s who came Summer and Smoke
were from outreach groups

191

Outreach groups were contacted about
Summer and Smoke

20

Group workshops ran with outreach groups
ahead of Summer and Smoke

For more information about our
For Free festivals see:
almeida.co.uk/forfree

SCHOOLS
Our schools programme offers students a diverse range of opportunities
to expand their knowledge and experience of theatre.
In 2018/2019, we worked with nine Partner Schools, offering our Critical
Responses and Creative Responses pathways. Two of these schools
were supported by the mental health charity, Place 2 Be and funded by
our principal partner, Aspen. We also worked with other national and
international schools to deliver bespoke workshops to a range of different
students.

CRITICAL RESPONSES TO
THEATRE

CREATIVE RESPONSES TO
THEATRE

•

100 free tickets

•

100 free tickets

•

Five accompanying workshops

•

A young directors’ programme

•

A choice of either a young directors’ programme, a

•

Free tickets for teachers to Insight Evenings

young leaders’ programme or a careers programme

•

A Reimagining Project (led by two artists with up to

•

Free tickets for teachers to Insight Evenings

20 students, culminating in an original performance
on the Almeida stage)

49

Participants in Reimagining Productions

75

Workshops delivered for Partner Schools

730

School students, from partner and nonpartner schools, took part in workshops

667

Tickets were given to students from
Partner Schools

ARTS AWARD & ARTSMARK

Now taking GCSE drama

>

- Nikita Tailor, Head of Drama, Elizabeth Garrett Anderson School

Returned to gain Bronze Arts Award on a
week-long careers project

>

“Watching the students take
part in a professional technical
rehearsal and then perform at such
a prestigious venue was a great
experience to be a part of, as well as
a great finale to the project”

Took part in Reimagining Machinal, a
devising and performance project

>

We are also an Artsmark Partner providing
schools at any stage of their Artsmark
journey with the opportunity to enhance
their provision of drama across the whole
curriculum and engage their students with
high quality cultural experiences.

Student from City of London Academy:
Highbury Grove School

>

In 2018/2019 17 young people gained their
Bronze Award.

>

Alongside our partner schools programme we
offer the opportunity for students to complete
their Bronze Arts Award in conjunction with
their participation in a project.

DWAYNE ELLISON

Has opted to participate in another careers
project at the beginning of 2019/2020.

We were invited to come as a group in year 8 and
work together to make a performance which we
performed at the Almeida. It was my first time
properly performing in a piece and working as a
group to devise a performance, so I found that really
challenging but it was also a great boost to my
confidence.
When I started working on the project I felt scared
because I didn’t normally work with these types
of people but I realised that although we were all
different in our own way we all kind of shared a lot of
the same things, like we all loved acting!
When I first stepped out on that stage I felt excited,
nervous… the adrenaline was mad. It felt like one of
the best moments of my life, my first performance in
front of an audience!
Before working with the Almeida I didn’t really go to
the theatre because I thought it was a waste of time,
and then, when I performed I thought it was actually
great and I really wanted to perform again.
Now, all I want to do is just perform, perform and
perform. Like, my dream is to always act.

Image of Dwayne by
Ellie Kurttz
Image opposite of
Reimagining Summer
& Smoke by Peter
Schiazza

For more information about our
schools and education work see:
almeida.co.uk/schools

ALMEIDA
ACADEMY

Almeida Academy offers young people aged five to fourteen weekly classes in
devising, improvisation and ensemble work.
In 2018/2019 the Academy worked with over 60 young people and was led by director Jordana Golbourn.
Each group worked with a professional writer to create an original production performed on the Almeida
stage.
The 5-7s and 8-10s performed Guardians of the Underground by Emma Pritchard, a playful adventure that
imagined the underground lines personified as London’s secret superheroes who embark on a mission with
a group of lost school children to find the city’s fun side and bring it back to life.
The 11-14s worked with children’s author Sam Gayton to create The Great Moon Hoax, a comedy inspired
by actual historical events, exploring lies: who tells them, who believes them, and how they go viral.

THE GREAT MOON HOAX
by Sam Gayton

GUARDIANS OF THE UNDERGROUND
by Emma Pritchard

FAITH ZAMMIT
>

Almeida Academy 2017/2018

>

Cast member in Shuffle

>

Almeida Academy 2018/2019
The first thing I did with the Almeida was a show called The Guardians of the Underground,
that was my first theatre show and then I’ve been in another show called Shuffle.
My role in The Guardians of the Underground was to be one of the children that get lost in the
underground which was really fun. Then, on the second show Shuffle, I was the gameshow
host which was brilliant as I was controlling the game.
The process of making the show was really surprising because I didn’t know we were going
to use our stories and that they would turn into a whole production to be in a theatre so it was
really exciting, it was a really good experience.
Before doing the show I used to have less to say as I didn’t speak much English but it really
helped me to speak more clearly and build up my confidence to audition for other things
outside of the Almeida and to take the lead on creating performances at school.

Image of The Great
Moan Hoax by Ellie
Kurttz.
Image of The
Guardians of the
Underground by Ellie
Kurttz.

For more information about our
Academy groups see:
almeida.co.uk/academy

SHUFFLE

Shuffle was a community performance, responding to the themes in the Almeida
production of Dance Nation. The group were invited to explore the theme of
power, both personal and collective, in order to create performances that could be
interwoven into a jukebox of their stories. The strength of the relationships created
through this process was clearly evident in the ensemble performance.

SARA HARRIS

Participant in Community Workshops

>

>

Participant in Community Workshops

Cast member of Shuffle

>

>

Cast member of Shuffle

LI KEEGAN

>

Accepted into Sadler’s Wells Company
of Elders

I think for all of us, it was the most amazing experience
for all sorts of reasons. We’ve come away feeling that
we’ve had something really special in our lives, the
best thing for me was finding or rediscovering a part
of me that I thought was gone forever, at this great
age, I thought I’d lost it. And to feel that part of me is
back again is the most incredible feeling. I’ve just been
accepted into the company of elders at Sadler’s Wells
too, so, big things coming up, exciting things!

I can’t sum Shuffle up in three words. I just think
the fact that we feel like a family and there is a
community spirit, is one of the most amazing
things about it. It’s more than a company; it’s
more like a family. It was a fantastic experience,
and I’m just disappointed that it has ended. That
whole comradery between us was just amazing. It
just felt like it was meant to be really.

COMMUNITY
MONTHLY WORKSHOPS
As a result of the fantastic relationships created during Shuffle, in 2018/2019 we started to run monthly community
workshops. These drop-in sessions are for participants of Shuffle, but also the wider community. Each month is different,
but the workshops focus on developing relationships with members of our community through improvisation, devising
and singing.

ANNIE ROZEE
>

Cast member of Shuffle

>

Participant in Community Workshops

All the workshops were fuelled by a lot of fun, creative energy and laughter. I felt I’d had an
incredible opportunity to learn real skills and I gained the confidence to push myself into further
ventures.
I feel the workshops are hugely beneficial for the community particularly because they bring
together such a variety of people from a wide range of age groups.
The workshops offer a unique opportunity for an incredibly sociable community experience. I’ve
seen people who’ve lived in the same neighbourhood for years without meeting, come together
and form a genuine bond.
For me, a big part of the workshops was touching base with some of the youngest Shuffle crew.
It was such a joy to see how they’d grown up in so many ways and to hear how their continued
association with the Almeida is nurturing their all-round development as young people.

Image by Lucy
Parakhina

YOUNG
COMPANY

Our Young Company offers actor training to people aged 14 to 25 through weekly
sessions, focusing on the development of ensemble skills. Both groups had the
opportunity to work with leading industry artists to develop fully commissioned
productions which ran as a double-bill at the Almeida in the summer of 2018.

LOKI AND CASSIE: A LOVE STORY

249

Young People applied to join our Young
Company Groups in 2018

550

Tickets sold for the productions

Image of Kate Butler
by Ali Wright.
Image of Cacophony
by Helen Murray.

Performed in Loki and Cassie at the
Almeida Theatre

>

Performances at the Almeida Theatre

Continued as a member of the
2017/2018 Young Company

>

6

Performed in Bait at the Almeida
Theatre

>

by Molly Taylor was inspired by the ideas of Jon Ronson’s book,
‘So You Think You’ve Been Publicly Shamed’ and explored one
young woman’s rise to fame and spiral to shame as she used her
voice to speak out against injustice. It was performed by the 18-25
Young Company.

Member of the 2016/2017 Young
Company

>

CACOPHONY

KATE BUTLER
>

by Luke Barnes was performed by the 14-18 Young Company. It
explored the implications of toxic masculinity on young people,
and how this can affect relationships and the communities that it
occurs in.

Has continued as a member of the
2018/2019 Young Company

I have been a member for 3 years now and
cannot articulate how significant this has been
in my life. Doing something from the age of 14
so consistently really has shaped my younger
self and I owe a large part of who I am as a
person, my new founded passions and lifelong
friendships to the group. It has taught me an
unreal amount about theatre, other young
people from different walks of life, and a
wide range of skills within acting. I may never
have wanted to go into theatre without this
experience.
The scheme was so different each year but
what stayed the same was the high level of
support I received, it covered a significant
portion of my life surrounding exams, major
family struggles and moving schools, and the
pastoral care was incredible, the emphasis on
support as part of the company has helped me
and a lot of company members over the years.

CACOPHONY AT THE YARD
The 18-25 Young Company first performed Cacophony in summer 2018 at the Almeida Theatre. This show
was then transferred to the Yard Theatre in Hackney for four sold-out performances in February 2019. The
cast and creative team were invited back for this limited run, which was showcased to invited industry guests
and the general public.

4

Shows

1

Captioned Performance

390

Tickets sold

ANNIE HAWKINS
>

Member of the 2017/2018 Young
Company

>

in Cacophony at the
ANNIEPerformed
HAWKINS

>

>

Almeida Theatre
Member of the 2017/2018 Young Company
Perforned in Cacophony at the Yard
Theatrein Cacophony by Molly Taylor
Performed

>
>

BeingPerformed
part of Cacophony
was a career-changing
opportunity for me. Working together and performing with other young
in the Cacophony
Remount at the Yard
artists in an original show was a joyful and inspiring experience and brought out talents and voices we didn’t know we had. I
Has been
accepted
acting
MAofatit.Guildhall School of Music and Drama
am proud
and grateful
tointo
haveanbeen
part

>

As someone just starting out in theatre, the chance to work with a professional playwright, director and production team,
as well as with professional movement and vocal coaches was an invaluable experience. It gave me an insight into what it
means to be part of a company and a taste of what it’s like to work with industry professionals of the highest calibre.
The Young Company has given me a supportive network of friendships and artistic collaborations that I hope to carry with
me throughout my life and career. It has already changed my life. I joined the Young Company as an account executive for
a PR firm and left as a working actor, having already performed in my first professional production (Why Is The Sky Blue? At
the Southwark Playhouse). The association with a theatre with the world-class reputation of the Almeida has really helped
me find my feet in such a competitive and often uncertain industry, and my involvement has also led to me being offered
parts in professional play readings at the Almeida and NT Studios.
Being a member of the Young Company gave me the confidence and experience I needed to audition for drama school,
and I do not think I would have gained a place on my dream acting course without learning so much as part of this
ensemble.

For more information about the
Almeida Young Company see:
almeida.co.uk/youngcompany

YOUNG
PRODUCERS

Our Young Producers group equips participants with the skills to plan and produce creative
projects. They also work together with the Participation team to curate the Almeida for Free
events each year, with the 2018/2019 cohort planning the Summer and Smoke Almeida for
Free festival and producing the open mic event. Their programming featured a wide variety
of musicians, spoken words artists, and other performers. The Young Producers placed an
emphasis and focus on supporting exciting emerging artists with this performance opportunity.

OMAR AUGUSTUS-BROWN
Young Producer 2018/2019
When I signed up my main goal was to learn. I had
questioned in the past what do producers ‘actually’
do? And I hoped the course would have answered
this question. Now my goal is to take the tools I have
been given and apply them to projects I would like
to pursue.

YOUNG
CRITICS

In 2018/2019, our Young Critics focused on a holistic
approach to critically engaging with the arts. With
mentorship from industry leaders in podcasting, critical
reviewing and creative responding, the group were
able to hone their skills and develop an online platform
for their work.
During the year the young critics were able to see
work at the Barbican Centre, the Donmar Warehouse,
Greenwich + Docklands International Festival,
Somerset House, and many other venues. The group
also worked with exciting professionals including
Maddy Costa, Bridget Minamore and Floriana Hatton.
For more information about our
Young Producers or Young Critics:
almeida.co.uk/youngpeople

MADDY COSTA
Theatre Critic and guest Facilitator
This was my second year working with a
Young Critics group and confirmed my sense
of how important the group is: not just for
potentially setting young people of diverse racial
backgrounds on a path to becoming theatre
critics, which the industry desperately needs,
but for supporting young people who hope to
become directors, producers, actors or any
other role in theatre to develop the critical skills
that will also be crucial to their future success. I
was impressed not only by their writing but their
thoughtfulness, their interest and their ambition,
all of which suggested they might go on to play
important roles in the theatre industry of the
future.

OUR LEGACY

Once we have worked with people, no matter their age, or the programme they were a part
of, it is important to us to support their future prospects. We have had many alumni move
into fantastic opportunities as a result of their time with us. We offer masterclasses and workshops for alumni to ensure that they are able to continue their relationship with us.

SONNY POON-TIP
>

Member of the 2017/2018 Young Company

>

Performed in Cacophony by Molly Taylor at the Almeida

>

Performed in the Cacophony Remount at the Yard

>

Cast in the Almeida’s mainstage production of Three Sisters

I am so thankful to the Almeida and the amazing opportunities it has given me. I couldn’t be more grateful for the
entire experience.
The Young Company treated us as professionals. The idea is to train you as actors and artists, not just to make
youth theatre. We really got to flex our acting muscles, developing scenes and monologues, and devising and
writing productions with experienced, professional writers and directors. The leaders of the weekly group are
amazing, truly brilliant, supportive and talented people to learn from. It’s also great to be surrounded by likeminded people and to have a safe space, a core base, to go back to every week and train.
Our summer production was Cacophony, and we all really felt that it was ours; the content was real with great
dialogue. I felt inspired.
Following on from this, I was given the opportunity to self-tape an audition for the Almeida’s Associate Director
Rebecca Frecknall and her team, in her upcoming production of Three Sisters. When I found out I got the part of
Vladimir, an ensemble member, I was on the tube and just started dancing around. This is a brilliant step for me, an
actor without an agent, or anything.
The Almeida has given me such solid support and it’s already opening doors for me. My confidence as a performer
has increased and I’ve got my first professional credit.

Image by Marc Brenner. Sonny Poon-Tip in
Three Sisters at the Almeida Theatre.
Image of Omar, opposite, by Ali Wright.

For more information
about our work:
almeida.co.uk/participate

WITH THANKS
We would like to thank the following for their support
of Almeida Participation’s work in 2018-2019:
Almeida Theatre Principal Partner
Aspen
Almeida Participation Supporters
Anonymous Supporters
Chapman Charitable Trust
Simon & Caroline Clark
Ernest Cook Trust
The Mildred Duveen Charitable Trust
Elm Capital Associates Ltd
The Golsoncott Foundation
The Worshipful Company of Grocers
The Don Hanson Charitable Foundation
Harold Hyam Wingate Foundation
Islington Council’s Summerversity/Launchpad
Programme
Gregory Nasmyth and Samantha Rowe-Beddoe
Oak Philanthropy
Pinsent Masons
The David and Elaine Potter Foundation

Almeida Participation Team:
Dani Parr
Director of Participation and Work for Young People
Ross Crosby
Participation Producer
Michael Bryher
Participation Associate: Young Artists
Jo Carey
Participation Associate: Schools
Sarah Stallwood-Hall
Participation Administrator
Valerie Sadoh
Participation Intern
If you are interested in supporting the work of
Almeida Participation, please contact:
Sarah Harwood
Director of Development
0207 282 4934
sharwood@almeida.co.uk
Image by Marc Brenner.
Cover images by Peter Schiazza, Bronwen Sharp and Helen Murray.

The Sackler Trust
Charles Skey Charitable Trust
The Taylor Family Foundation
Our small auditorium, even when sold out, provides
just 41% of the funding we need to operate and we
consequently need to raise more than £2M each year to
secure the financial future of the theatre. Our supporters
therefore play a crucial part in enabling us to nurture
emerging artists, invest in new work and introduce the
theatre to new audiences through Almeida Participation.
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